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A necessary and sufficient condition is given for a sum of squares operator to be
globally hypoelliptic on an N-dimensional torus. This condition is expressed in
terms of Diophantine approximation properties of the coefficients. The proof of the
Theorem is based on L2-estimates and microlocalization.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
It is well known that the bracket condition implies local and therefore
global hypoellipticity for a sum of squares operator (see Ho rmander [Ho],
Kohn [K], OleinikRadkevic [OR], and RothschildStein [RS]). However
it has been observed that the bracket condition is not necessary for hypo-
ellipticity (see, Bell and Mohammed [BM], Fedii [F], Kusuoka and
Strook [KS]). Here we shall consider a sum of squares operator on an
N-dimensional torus and we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition
for its global hypoellipticity. This condition is much weaker than the
bracket condition and is expressed in terms of the Diophantine properties
of the coefficients. Such conditions were first used by Greenfield and Wallach
in [GW], where they noticed the connection between non-Liouville numbers
and global hypoellipticity of related vector fields on the two-dimensional
torus. Although there are many results in the literature on the problem of
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global hypoellipticity of a sum of squares operator, a general necessary and
sufficient condition is not known yet. Our result here demonstrates that the
global hypoellipticity for a sum of squares operator on a torus is a very
weak property. It would be very interesting if one could unify all the condi-
tions considered in the literature thus far in a general condition, which
could give at one extreme the (strong) bracket condition, and the other
extreme the (weak) Diophantine conditions. Observe that when the bracket
condition holds then every point can be reached from any other point by
following the integral curves defined by the vector fields. This is not so
when the weaker Diophantine condition holds. However in this case one
might be able to define a weaker reachability type condition. Reachability
conditions have been used in the literature before (see Sussmann [Su],
Amano [A]).
For stating our result we shall need the following definitions.
Definition 1.1. A collection of vectors v1 , ..., vl in Rd are said to be
not simultaneously approximable if there exist C>0 and K>0 such that
for any ’=(’1 , ..., ’l) # Zl and ! # Zd&[0] we have
|’j&vj } !|
C
|!|K
, for some j=1, ..., l. (1.1)
When l=1 this is the definition of a non-Liouville vector (see [HP]).
When d=1 this is the definition of a collection of real numbers v1 , ..., vl
which are not simultaneously approximable (see [HP]). If l=1 and d=1
then this is the well known definition of a non-Liouville number.
Remark 1.1. It follows from this definition that a collection of vectors
v1 , ..., vl in Rd are simultaneously approximable if and only if for any C>0
and K>0 there exist ! # Zd&[0] and ’=(’1 , ..., ’l) # Zl such that
|’j&vj } !|<
C
|!|K
, for all j=1, ..., l. (1.2)
Again, when l=1 this is the definition of a Liouville vector, and when
d=1 this is the definition of a collection of real numbers v1 , ..., vl to be
simultaneously approximable.
Remark 1.2. If the real numbers :11 , ..., :l1 are simultaneously approx-
imable then the vectors v1=(:11 , ..., :1d), ..., vl=(:l1 , ..., :ld) are simul-
taneously approximable for any real numbers :jk , j=1, ..., l; k=2, ..., d. On
the other hand, if a vector v1 in Rd is not simultaneously approximable
then the vectors v1 , ..., vl in Rd are not simultaneously approximable for
any vectors v2 , ..., vl in Rd.
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Definition 1.2. Let (b1(t), ..., bl(t)) be a vector of real-valued functions
which are linearly independent over R. A vector of functions ( f1(t), ..., fd (t))
is said to belong to (SA)c (b1 , ..., bl) if the following conditions hold:
(1) [ f1 , ..., fd ] is contained in the linear span of [b1 , ..., bl]
(2) The l column vectors of the matrix (*jk) in the expression
( f1 , ..., fd)==(* jk)(b1 , ..., bl)=
are not simultaneously approximable vectors in Rd.
In this paper we prove the following theorem, which extends to any
dimension a result in [HP].
Theorem 1.1. Let P be the differential operator defined by
P=&2t&\ :
n
j=1
aj (t) xj+
2
, (1.3)
where (t1 , ..., tm , x1 , ..., xn)=(t, x) # Tm+n and aj , j=1, ..., n, are real-valued
functions in C(Tm). Then P is globally hypoelliptic in Tm+n if and only if,
after a possible renaming of the variables x1 , ..., xn and the corresponding
coefficients a1 , ..., an , the following condition Cj is satisfied for some
j # [0, 1, ..., n&1]:
Cj : a1 , ..., an& j are independent over R and (an& j+1 , ..., an) # (SA)c
(a1 , ..., an& j).
Remark 1.3. We recall that an operator P on a manifold M is hypo-
elliptic if for any open subset U of M and any distribution u in U, the
condition Pu # C(U) implies that u # C(U). P is said to be globally
hypoelliptic if for any distribution u in M we have that Pu # C(M)
implies that u # C(M). It is easy to see that with an appropriate choice
of the coefficients aj (1.3) gives globally hypoelliptic operators for which the
bracket condition fails while the reachability condition holds. Also (1.3)
gives globally hypoelliptic operators where both the bracket and the
reachability conditions fail, while the weak condition (Cj) holds. In both
cases the operator may fail to be locally hypoelliptic. We recall that for an
operator in the form &j=1 X
2
j the bracket condition holds if at every point
the Lie algebra generated by the vector fields X1 , ..., X& has the dimension
of the manifold. The reachability condition holds if any two points of the
manifold can be joined by a piecewise smooth curve whose each piece is an
integral curve of \X, where X is in [X1 , ..., X&] (see [Su]).
Theorem 1.1 is a step towards the formulation of a necessary and
sufficient condition for the global hypoellipticity of degenerate elliptic
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operators. For more resuls on hypoellipticity for such operators we refer
the reader to Amano [A], CordaroHimonas [CH], FujiwaraOmori [FO],
GramchevPopivanovYoshino [GPY], Taira [T], Tartakoff [Ta], and
to the references in these papers.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM
Necessity. Suppose that the condition in Theorem 1.1 does not hold.
Then, after a possible renaming of the variables x1 , ..., xn and the corre-
sponding coefficients a1 , ..., an , we have either a1 #0 or the following
condition C j is satisfied for some j # [1, ..., n&1]:
C j : a1 , ..., an& j are linearly independent over R, [an& j+1 , ..., an] is
contained in the linear span of [a1 , ..., an& j] and the (n& j) column
vectors of the matrix (*lk) in the expression
(an& j+1 , ..., an)==(*lk)(a1 , ..., an& j)=
are simultaneously approximable vectors in R j.
Case 1. Assume that a1(t)#0. Then for any function u # C0(Tx1 )&
C(Tx1 ) we have Pu=0. Therefore P is not globally hypoelliptic in T
m+n.
Case 2. Assume that condition C j holds for some j # [1, ..., n&1]. Then
am= :
n& j
k=1
*mk ak , m=n& j+1, ..., n,
where the vectors (*n& j+1k , ..., *
n
k), k=1, ..., n& j, are simultaneously
approximable. Thus the operator P takes the form
P=&2t&\ :
n& j
k=1
ak(t) \xk+ :
n
m=n& j+1
*mk xm++
2
. (2.1)
Since the (n& j) vectors (*n& j+1k , ..., *
n
k), k=1, ..., n& j are simultaneously
approximable there exist sequences [!l]=[(!n& j+1, l , ..., !n, l)], !l #
Z j&[0] and [’l]=[(’1, l , ..., ’n& j, l)], ’l # Zn& j, such that
}’k, l& :
n
m=n& j+1
*mk !m, l }<|!l |&l, l=1, 2, ... (2.2)
for any k=1, ..., n& j.
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We define u # D$(Tm+n)&C(Tm+n) by
u(t, x)= :

l=1
ei(’l } x$&!l } x")
where x$=(x1 , ..., xn& j), x"=(xn& j+1 , ..., xn).
Then
Pu=_ :
n&j
k=1
ak(t) \’k, l& :
n
m=n& j+1
*mk !m, l+&
2
.
It follows from this and (2.2) that Pu # C(Tm+n). Hence P is not globally
hypoelliptic in Tm+n. This completes the proof of the necessity.
Sufficiency. Let u # D$(Tm+n) such that
Pu= f, f # C(Tm+n). (2.3)
If in (2.3) we take partial Fourier transform with respect to x # Tn we
obtain
_&2t+\ :
n
j=1
aj (t) !j+
2
& u^(t, !)= f (t, !), (2.4)
for all ! # Zn.
For any ! fixed u^(t, !) is in C(Tm) since (2.4) is elliptic in t. Therefore,
if we multiply (2.4) with u^ and integrate by parts with respect to t # Tm,
then we obtain
:
m
k=1
&u^tk ( } , !)&
2
L2 (T m)+|
Tm
b2(t, !) |u^(t, !)| 2 dt=|
T m
f (t, !) u^ (t, !) dt,
(2.5)
where
b2(t, !)=\ :
n
j=1
aj (t) !j+
2
. (2.6)
Now for each ! # Zn, we define
&.&2b . :
m
k=1
&.tk &
2
L2 (Tm)+|
Tm
b2(t, !) |.(t)|2 dt, . # C(Tm). (2.7)
We shall need the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.1. If condition Cj holds for some j # [0, 1, 2, ..., n&1] then
there exist constants :>0, K0, and $>0, depending on the coefficients al ,
such that for each ! # Zn&[0] we can find an open interval I! such that
b2(t, !)
:
|!|K
, \t # I! , vol(I!)>$. (2.8)
Before proving Lemma 2.1 we shall show that inequality (2.8) implies
that the operator P is globally hypoelliptic in Tm+n. By using the
Fundamental theorem of calculus for s # I! and t # (&?, ?)m we obtain for
any . # C(Tm)
|.(t)|2C \ |.(s)|2+ :
m
k=1
|
?
&?
|.lk (r1 , ..., rk&1 , lk , tk+1 , ..., tn)|
2 dlk+ .
(2.9)
Next by integrating for t # (&?, ?)m and for s # I! we obtain
(vol I!) &.&2L2 (Tm)C$ \|I! |.(s)|2 ds+(vol I!) :
m
k=1
&.tk &
2
L2 (T m)+ . (2.10)
By using (2.8) we have
|
I!
|.(s)|2 ds:&1 |!|K |
Tm
b2(s, !) |.(s)| 2 ds. (2.11)
It follows from (2.10) and (2.11) that
&.&2L2 (T m)C |!| K |
Tm
b2(s, !)2 |.(s)| 2 ds+C :
m
k=1
&.tk &
2
L2 (Tm) . (2.12)
Since ! # Zn&[0], (2.12) implies that
&.&2L2 (T m)C |!| K &.&2b . (2.13)
Let ! # Zn&[0]. If we apply (2.13) with .(t)=u^(t, !) then we obtain
&u^( } , !)&2L2 (T m)C |!| K &u^( } , !)&2b . (2.14)
By (2.5), (2.14) and the last inequality, we obtain
&u^( } , !)&2L2 (T m)C |!| K |
Tm
f (t, !) u^ (t, !) dt.
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This and the CauchySchwarz inequality imply that
&u^( } , !)&L2 (T m)C |!| K & f ( } , !)&L2(T m) . (2.15)
If u # D$(Tm+n), Pu= f, and f # C(Tm+n) then by (2.15) we obtain that
for any positive integer N there exists CN>0 such that
|u^( } , !)|L2 (Tm)CN |!|&N, ! # Zn&[0].
Since
u^({, !)=
1
(2?)m |Tm e
&it } {u^(t, !) dt,
by the last inequality and the CauchySchwarz inequality we obtain
|u^({, !)|C$N |!| &N, ({, !) # Zm+n, !{0.
If ({0 , !0) # Zm+n with !0 {0, then there exist c>0 such that ({0 , !0) #
1 . [{, !) # Zm+n : |{|<c |!|]. Then the last inequality gives
|u^({, !)|C 1N
1
( |{|+ |!| )N
, ({, !) # 1. (2.16)
By the elliptic theory we obtain similar estimates near directions ({0 , !0)
with !0=0. Therefore u # C(Tm+n), which shows that P is globally
hypoelliptic in Tm+n. K
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1.
Assume that condition Cj holds for some j # [0, 1, ..., n&1]. Then
a1 , ..., an& j are linearly independent over R (3.1)
and
am= :
n& j
k=1
*mk ak , m=n& j+1, ..., n, (3.2)
where the vectors
(*n& j+1k , ..., *
n
k), k=1, ..., n& j, are not simultaneously approximable.
(3.3)
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Then b(t, !) takes the form
b(t, !)= :
n& j
k=1
ak \!k+ :
n
m=n& j+1
*mk !m+ . (3.4)
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.1 we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For each j # [0, 1, ..., n&1] let Bj be the function given by
Bj (t, #)= :
n& j
k=1
#kak(t), t # T m, # # Rn& j&[0].
Then there exist Cj>0 and $j>0 such that for each # # Rn& j, |#|=1, there
exists open interval Ij=Ij (#)/Tm with
|Bj (t, #)|Cj , t # Ij , vol(Ij)$ j .
Proof. Since the functions a1 , ..., an& j are linearly independent over R
we have
Bj (t, #)0, # # Rn& j&[0].
By the continuity of Bj on Tm_Sn& j&1, where S n& j&1 is the unit sphere
in Rn& j, for every !0 # S n& j&1 there exist a constant :j=:j (!0)>0, an
open interval Ij=I j (!0)/Tm, and an open set 1 j=1j (!0)/Sn& j&1 such
that
|Bj (t, !)|>:j , t # Ij , ! # 1j .
Since [1j (!0)]!0 # S n&j&1 cover S n& j&1, and since S n& j&1 is compact, there
exist finitely many open sets 1j (!1), ..., 1j (!lj) covering Sn& j&1. Therefore
choosing
Cj=min[:j (!1), ..., :j (!lj)], and
$j=min[vol(Ij (!1)), ..., vol(I j (!lj))]
we obtain the desired inequality. K
Now we return to the proof of Lemma 2.1.
We set !$=(!1 , ..., !n& j) and !"=(!n& j+1 , ..., !n). Suppose that !=
(!$, !") # Zn&[0] and !"=0. Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that there
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exist Cj>0, $j>0 independent of ! and an open interval Ij=I j (!)/Tm
such that
b2(t, !$, 0)=\ :
n& j
k=1
!kak(t)+
2
=B2j (t, !$)=|!$|
2 B2j \t, !$|!$|+
C 2j , \t # Ij , vol(Ij)$j . (3.5)
Next we assume that !"{0. Since the vectors (*n& j+1k , ..., *
n
k), k=1, ..., n& j,
are not simultaneously approximable there exist C>0, K>0, independent
of !", and k0 , 1k0n& j, such that
}!k0+ :
n
m=n& j+1
*mk0!m } C|!"|K . (3.6)
If we set #k=!k+nm=n& j+1 *
m
k !m , k=1, ..., n& j, and #=(#1 , ..., #n& j),
then it follows from (3.6) and Lemma 3.1 that there exist C>0, K>0,
Cj>0, $j>0 independent of ! and an open interval Ij=Ij (!)/Tm such
that
b2(t, !)=_ :
n& j
k=1
ak \!k+ :
n
m=n& j+1
*mk !m+&
2
=B2j (t, #)
=|#|2 B2j \t, #|#|+C 2j |#|2C 2j |#k0 |2
C 2j C
2
|!"|2K

C 2j C
2
|!| 2K
, \t # I j , vol(Ij)$j . (3.7)
Using (3.5) and (3.7) we obtain the desired inequality (2.8). This completes
the proof of Lemma 2.1. K
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